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Minutes

 The meeting started at 09:37 with Eva KAILI, MEP and STOA Chair, in the chair.

1. Adoption of the draft agenda (PE 624.281)

 The Chair informed Members that interpretation was available in English, French, German and Czech, and the
meeting was being web-streamed.

− She then announced that the draft agenda was in the dossier and proposed that the following agenda item be
deleted, as it had not been possible to find a commonly acceptable timing with the European Commission:
‘5.4. Proposal for the co-organisation with DG RTD/EC of an event on the future of EU research and

innovation policy’.
− She proposed instead that the following item be added, effectively replacing the previous one:

‘5.4. STOA workshop ‘Reconversion of industrial areas in the framework of regional policy’, 26 February
2019, EP, Brussels’.

− As there were no requests for further changes or additions, she announced that the agenda was adopted with
these modifications.

2. Approval of draft minutes - STOA Panel meeting of 13 December 2018

 The Chair announced that the draft minutes of the Panel meeting of 13 December 2018 were in the dossier and,
as there were no requests for changes, they were deemed approved (as in the file).

3. Ongoing and new STOA projects

 The Chair informed Members that all ongoing STOA projects were running to schedule.

− She highlighted the workshop on ‘Plant protection products’, taking place on Wednesday, 6 March 2019, from
14:00 to 17:30. As Anthea McINTYRE, MEP and Lead Panel Member for this event, would only be available
for the opening, the Chair asked if another Member was volunteering to chair of that event, and Carlos
COELHO, MEP and Panel member, agreed.

− The Chair also noted that, if the Panel agreed, the outcomes of project ‘The science and ethics of gene-drive
technology’ (Lead Panel Member: Kay SWINBURNE), which was being conducted internally by a STOA
Trainee, would be presented for discussion during a breakfast workshop on 19 March 2019.

− She then announced that the European Science-Media Hub (ESMH) had launched its website on 9 January
2019 and had started distributing a press review, based on the ESMH media-monitoring tool, to stakeholders
and Panel members. The website would be updated weekly with new publications.

 The Chair finally announced that, as there were no objections, the above the breakfast workshop was deemed
approved and work on the rest of the projects will continue along the established lines.

4. Science Week at the European Parliament - Update on the MEP-Scientist Pairing Scheme, ESMH
activities, JRC1 ‘Science meets Parliaments’ event and STOA-ERC2 Conference

- The Chair reported that 15 MEP-scientist pairs had been established and the list had been published on the
STOA website. She highlighted that the ‘Brussels Week’ of the MEP-Scientist Pairing Scheme would be
held on 5-7 February 2019, as part of a ‘Science Week at the European Parliament’.
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- She noted that in this context STOA would additionally participate in a high-level session of the JRC’s
‘Science meets Parliaments’ event on 6-7 February 2019 at the European Parliament.

- She added that STOA co-organized an event with the ERC 3 on 7 February 2019, a.m., with the
participation of eight ERC grantees and MEPs, focusing on the topics ‘smart agriculture/food, CRISPR-
Cas9, and demography/migration’.

- Finally, she reported that the European Science-Media Hub was inviting around 20 science journalists to
participate in (i) a workshop on misinformation in science, and in (ii) pitching sessions with the
scientists.

− The Chair announced that, as there were no objections, the organisation would continue as described.

5. STOA workshops and joint activities with external organisations
5.2. STOA workshop ‘Responding to public opposition to low-carbon energy technologies’, 31 January 2019,

EP, Brussels

- She highlighted that lead panel member was Mr RÜBIG, and further explained that the event was organised
in response to the request of Jens GEIER (S&D, DE) for a debate on the ‘social acceptance of technological
game-changers’ which cited in particular the importance of responding adequately to public opposition to
low-carbon energy technologies.

− The Chair reported that STOA has commissioned a report, which reviews academic perspectives on this
issue, and will be launched and distributed at the workshop.

− She highlighted that the five speakers included senior-level representatives of industry, academia, regulatory
bodies and civil society organisations.

− The Chair announced that the event would take place on 31 January 2019, 09:30 – 11:15, in Room ASP 5E2.

5.3. STOA- LIBE4 workshop on ethical & fundamental rights aspects of artificial intelligence

− The Chair reported the adoption of LIBE’s opinion on a ‘Comprehensive European industrial policy on
artificial intelligence and robotics’ and the adoption in December 2018, by the European Commission’s
High Level Expert Group on AI of the first draft AI ethics guidelines, the Secretariat has prepared an
updated draft concept outline (distributed with the dossier).

− The Chair announced that the Secretariat has discussed and agreed with the STOA Chair and the LIBE
representative on the Panel, Mr BONI on:

− the time and venue of the workshop: 20 March 2019, 09:30 – 12:30, PHS 4B1;

− a list of possible speakers to be contacted; they include senior-level representatives of industry,
academia, regulatory bodies and civil society, as well as representatives of international
organisations, such as Amnesty International, UNESCO and UN.

− She highlighted that the Secretariat was also considering the possibility of having the STOA study on
‘Ethical guidelines for the responsible design, development, deployment and use of AI’ (to be launched
soon) presented at the workshop.

5.4. STOA workshop ‘Reconversation of industrial areas in the framework of regional policy’. 26 February
2019, 14.30 - 17.00, EP, Brussels

− The Chair reported that the Panel decided in March 2018 to organise this workshop, based on a proposal by
Rosa D’AMATO, MEP and member of the REGI Committee5.

− The Chair announced that the workshop would address the issue of the conversion of industrial areas into
more innovative and eco-friendly zones, according with the principles of a circular economy, and would
discuss how the topic is incorporated in EU regional development strategies.
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− She highlighted that the event would take place on 26 February 2019, 14:30 – 17:00, in Room PHS 7C050.

− The Chair announced that, as there were no objections, the organisation would continue that lines.

6. Visit/ External activities
6.1. Proposal for a STOA delegation to South by Southwest (SXSW) event, 8–17 March 2019, Austin, USA

- The Chair said that this point would be discussed at the Panel meeting.

- The Chair announced that, as there were no objections, the organisations would proceed along those lines.

7. Presentation of the outcomes of the Technology Assessment studies on ‘Technology and the arts: Past,
present and future synergies’

− She explained that the presentations would highlight the findings of two studies, which address different
aspects of the synergetic relationship between technology and the arts.

− She highlighted that the lead authors of each study would make the presentations and that each would make
a presentation of ten minutes, and would be available to answer questions after the presentations.

− The Chair gave the floor to Luis Miguel GIRAO, founder of Artshare and lead author of the draft STOA
report ‘A historical analysis of artistic activities and their relationship with technology development’

− Mr GIRAO argued that the link between art and technology is not a hype, but a deep historical connection
with important impacts. He set out four policy options which, he suggested, would help maximise the
benefits of this relationship. First, to promote all forms of artistic activity, as this would lead to innovative
developments by virtue of the basic synergies between art and technologies. Second, to promote residencies
for artists in technology research centres, which could foster wider aims and benefits of innovative projects.
Third, to promote art-driven technological challenges, which would advance the boundaries of creative
activities. Finally, fourth, to engage artists and engineers in real life challenges in rural and urban spaces,
which would foster more practical direct benefits of both creative and technology development activities.

− The Chair then gave the floor to John DAVIES from Nesta, lead author of the drat STOA report ‘The
interface: How the digital revolution is changing the relationship between artistic activity &
technology’.

− Mr DAVIES showed how artistic activities create demand for new technologies, both directly and indirectly,
giving the example of processing hardware that were developed specifically for graphics but are also
particularly useful for machine learning tasks, for which they are now widely used. Looking to the future of
art and technology, he highlighted trends in greater demand for products that combine artistic and technical
skills, greater use of artificial intelligence in the distribution and perhaps even production of creative
products, and further ‘democratisation of creativity’ as the barriers to advanced production methods continue
to decrease. He highlighted that Europe had some world-leading companies in this area like Unity
(Denmark), Arduino (Italy), Minecraft (Sweden), Rasberry Pi (UK) and Ableton Live (Germany). He
concluded by outlining policy options, in particular to improve skills at the art-technology interface, and to
develop greater understanding of the sector and its key trends in order to devise effective strategies.

− Ms JAZLOWIECKA asked Mr DAVIES if he thought the school system should promote artistic activities
more. Mr DAVIES answered that he agreed and suggested that technology should be taught through the arts.

− Mr RÜBIG asked whether and how the European Commission should act to respond to these issues. Mr
GIRAO responded that there are some prizes for artists that use technologies, but suggested that these could
be augmented. Whereas Mr DAVIES added that greater support for open source technologies would help
more people to engage with technology and the arts, and also highlighted the potential of artificial
intelligence in the create sector.

− Mr COELHO asked whether technologies would take the role of artist, or create new tools for humans to
express their creativity. Mr DAVIES responded that it was very difficult to reproduce creativity, although
there is active research in that area.

− Ms DELVAUX asked whether copyright could be attributed to an algorithm that produces art. Mr DAVIES
suggested that the author of the algorithm should be considered author of the works produced by it. Whereas
Mr GIRAO suggested that the EU monitors how artistic activities are credited, and how works are protected.
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− The Chair asked about economic analyses on the artistic creativity in Europe, including future jobs at the
interface of art and technology.

− Mr DAVIES answered that there was some work in this area which would be referred to in the final version
of the report, and outlined methods of analysing trends in the labour market via job advertisements, either
focusing on job titles or their skills requirements.

− The Chair announced that, if there were no objections, the studies would be finalised taking into account the
comments made by Members, and they would then be published on the STOA website and widely distributed
within and outside the Parliament.

8. Any other business
− The Chair informed Members that the latest edition of the STOA Newsletter (January 2019) was available

and has been distributed with the dossier and that it would be widely disseminated to Members and STOA
contacts within and beyond the European Parliament.

− The Chair then said that if there were any other issues Members would like to raise or discuss.

9. Date and place of next meeting

 The Chair announced that the next Panel meeting was scheduled for Thursday, 14 February 2019, at 09:30
in the same room (LOW N1.4).

− She finally said that the meeting would feature a presentation of the outcomes of the Technology Assessment
study ‘Improving internationalisation of research organisations in the EU’.

The meeting ended at 10:47.
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